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ike the thrill of adding a bird to my life list, or the rush
of experiencing a bucket list item, or traveling to a new
place, there are always those once-in-a-lifetime coveted
dreams and I just got one right here at Crystal Cove State
Park. I was working late for an evening event and along with
dozens of park visitors facing west I was captivated by the
sunset on a beautiful late summer eve. At the exact moment
when the top of the sun dipped below the horizon I saw
it…I really, really saw it. If I hadn’t been transfixed by the
setting orange globe, I would not have seen it turn bright,
neon green. I never expected to actually bear witness to the
incredible optical illusion known as the green flash, and
can’t describe the elation I felt by finally, after a lifetime of
sunsets, saw this spectacular natural phenomenon.
By being observant while in nature we are often made
privy to some interesting behavior that’s happening right
in front of us. For example, lately on my beach walks I have
noticed a trio of Western Gulls’ one adult and two juvies.
I can’t be sure if the adult is a male or female since they
have identical plumage, but whoever it is wants nothing
to do with the immature birds. Maybe it’s a tough love
kinda thing, but the young ones seem to be following
her (oops, making an assumption that she’s the mama)
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hunched over and crying incessantly, undoubtedly for food.
Baby gulls are fed by their parents, both mother and father.
The parents will regurgitate food for them or place down
scraps of fish or other marine invertebrates on the ground.
The immature gulls (the term used after juveniles who have
molted their first plumage) on the beach are not babies, but
adolescents (based on their appearance, mottled brown in
color with black bills and black eyes), and are probably 1-2
years of age. But their begging is all about manipulation as
immature gulls will call to parents long after they are old
enough and savvy enough to find their own meals and feed
themselves. This is typical behavior of young gulls who will
take advantage for as long as possible. A keen parent avoids
getting dragged into this shrewd display and just like I’ve
observed, ignores the cries and heads in the other direction.
One of nature’s most cherished gifts is the chance
interaction with wildlife in their natural environment. But
observing fauna is not so easy since animals are easily
scared away, go into hiding and defense mode when
they hear footsteps approaching, or many are active at
night. But a new park program is helping to uncover some
mysteries about who lives in the park. Through grant
funds provided by Parks California, Crystal Cove State Park
and Crystal Conservancy embarked on a project with UCI
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student interns this past summer to develop and implement
a wildlife monitoring protocol for the park. The overall
goal of the project is to gain a better understanding of the
wildlife diversity and richness within the backcountry of
Crystal Cove by installing track stations and developing a
universal database to store and share the images discovered
on the cameras. It feels somewhat voyeuristic to be watching
what happens in the dark of the night (although many of the
images come from day-time animal meanderings when the
park is open), but it’s an exciting opportunity to discover in
captured images the comings and goings of our native fauna.
Normally we use tracks, scat and other evidence observed on
the trails, but now these 12 cameras, which are strategically
placed throughout the backcountry, will help provide a more
comprehensive overview of the wildlife living within the park
boundaries (or even passing though en route to neighboring
Laguna Coast Wilderness Park). Don Millar and the late Dick
Newell and from OC Trackers had been monitoring “trap cams”
in the Irvine Open Space Preserve for years, and now CCSP
finally has its own program. Throughout the duration of the
six-week internship the biology students downloaded over
50,000 images, a high percentage which were considered
“trash” (meaning the camera sensors were triggered by human
foot traffic or by plants blowing in the wind) but many showed
a variety of mammals in their natural habitat including a
spotted skunk, opossum, lots of deer (including a buck with
a nice healthy rack), raccoons, mice, rabbits, coyote, bobcats,
and even a grey fox which I think, was the most surprising
to find. My favorites were the selfies (cute little woodrat),
or when the animal seemed to be mugging for the camera.
With this wildlife monitoring protocol, the Natural Resources
Management team will have an effective new tool to aid in
park management, conservation efforts, and to assess the
overall ecosystem health. Kudos to all involved.

I was walking down the boardwalk one lovely afternoon when
a young couple stopped to ask me the most BIZARRE question.
They wondered if we had a monument, statue, or some other
tribute to recognize Scooby Doo. I said “Ummm” (you’ll have to
imagine the iconic distorted sound, emanating from his vocal
cords but anyone who has watched Scooby Doo knows the
sound Scooby makes when he is confused). Apparently, the
TV show Scooby Doo Mystery Incorporated takes Scooby
and the gang to the town of Crystal Cove, a place with eerie
supernatural
events, to
solve creepy
mysteries.
Looks like
the show
ran from
2010-2013
but must still
Hanna-Barbera
be popular
with the toddler set since these parents were hoping to get a
photo with the monument for their young child. I had never
heard this little TV trivia about this famous crime fighting Great
Dane and was sorry to inform the couple that we had nothing
commemorative honoring the great Scooby Doo. I did suggest
they visit our Park Store and although a t-shirt emblazoned
with Crystal Cove would not be the same, I hoped it would
make a nice consolation prize for their son. I’m chalking that
question up to one of the “dooziest” ever!
The Moro
beach
area is an
extremely
popular
spot at
Crystal
Cove.
Parking is
easy, albeit
limited, the
walk to the
beach is flat,
restrooms and showers are accessible in the lots, and without
a doubt the beach is spectacular. But, one problem is that the
Moro tunnel is not always traversable. Although we have used
it for years and years, and the trailer park community used it
for years before that, the tunnel leading from the inland side of
PCH to the coastal side is actually a drainage tunnel for Moro
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creek. The problem is that the floor of the tunnel is lower than
the beach so when the waves are big, the tide is super high, or
the ocean is surging with lots of movement the water pushes
into the tunnel and floods it. Then you add mounds of sand and
draining the tunnel becomes an excavation project. Cal Trans
actually owns the tunnel, but park maintenance staff works
diligently to keep it as clear as possible. No matter, some visitors
still wade through (even when the water is knee deep), but from
a safety perspective it’s probably not the best idea. Visitors who
do make it through during these high-water days, could even
get stuck on the beach side if the water gets even higher then
when they trudged through. So, the best suggestion is when
the tunnel is flooded visitors should drive to a different area of
the park and enjoy one of the other breathtaking beach areas.
The only problem will be choosing one.
I am an old school park interpreter who still likes to use
taxidermy, bones, dead things in jars, and other hands-on props
to educate our young visitors about the park. I am not a digital
kinda girl, but much of the world is and since it is the 21st
century, state parks is keeping up with the times. To do so, we
have adapted some interactive digital materials using
applications. QuiverVision, is an augmented reality game
which includes amongst its products coloring pages that “come
to life.” In other words, it’s an “Augmented Reality coloring app
that creates engaging, immersive coloring experiences.” The way
it works is simply to print the desired picture, color it, scan it, and
observe the image come alive. We have used this app at Camp
Coastal Wild and enjoyed watching octopuses swim and
monarch butterflies (of all colors I might add) flit about right
before our eyes. California State Parks has its own coloring packs
highlighting the Western Snowy Plover, Monarch Butterfly, and
the Pismo Clam. Check it out at https://quivervision.com/
Another new partnership for California State Parks is with
Agents of Discovery, an educational mobile gaming platform
that also uses augmented reality to engage youth, teach them
about conservation and stewardship,
and enhance their experience in
the park. Our district has embarked
on creating two missions, one at
San Clemente State Beach, and the
other at Crystal Cove using the
Environmental Study Loop Trail as
the venue to “Stop Littering Larry.”
Park “gamers” will download the
app and walk the ½ mile loop to
gather clues in this scavenger hunt

type activity. On this quest, players answer questions at each of
the field stations while on the hunt for the antagonist, Littering
Larry, who for some reason thinks it’s acceptable to toss his trash
along the trails. Once they have solved each challenge the
players will be led to Larry, the sneaky raccoon, and win a prize.
Check it out at: https://agentsofdiscovery.com/
Larry is not the only litter bug around. This past weekend we
celebrated with thousands of others the 37th anniversary of
California Coastal Cleanup Day. With 370 volunteers who
cleaned over 3-miles of coastline, the annual event was a huge
success. These spirited volunteers descended upon the beach
early on a Saturday morning to “protect their happy place.”
Collectively they
picked up almost
500 pounds of
trash from the
beach, the bluffs,
and even the
parking lots. But,
to me a successful
beach cleanup
would mean
they collected
Assemblymember Cottie Petrie-Norris
ZERO pounds
and Winter
of trash. Sadly, I
realize that’s improbable and even with that amount of refuse,
Crystal Cove State Park remains a relatively pristine beach.
Assemblymember Cottie Petrie-Norris joined the crowd at
Reef Point and State Senator Dave Min made an appearance
alongside his family. Years ago I wrote a silly “trash rap” for my
marine debris school program and ended with the words:

The whales and the dolphins, the seals and the fish,
I bet these marine animals have just one wish...
That we humans act responsibly and take on the
role, of maintaining a healthy planet,
this must be our goal.
Here’s to ZERO trash forever more…
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